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Details of Visit:

Author: dirty dog
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 9 Jun 2011 11am
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 500
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07920859017

The Premises:

Clean, brand new penthouse flat with loads of parking.

The Lady:

As per my previous reports on Holly and Rebecca individually, both young, eager and pretty. 

The Story:

I had a pretty bad punt a few days before so needed a bit of quality. And after seeing both Rebecca
and Holly on their own i decided to save up enough money to treat myself for two hours with both of
them! What a treat. On arrival it was very much the same as seeing each of them before. I was
offered a shower and i variety of drinks.
After sorting out of money i was offered a massage by the these two lovely ladies. How could i
refuse? Then to the really fun stuff
The girls are obviously into each other and if they weren't kissing me they were kissing each other. I
felt myself getting excited very quickly so asked if i could just watch them kiss fondle and finger
each other for fear that if they touched me it would be over too quickly. Holly suggested sitting on
my face while Rebecca gave me a blow job and before i knew it she then put a condom on and
proceeded to ride me complaining that Holly was getting all the fun. This was my first threesome
and the idea that i was even capable of pleasuring two women at the same time was the most
wonderful experience. So wonderful i shot my load.
We chatted for a while, drank some wine, while allowing me to recuperate. I watched the girls play
with each other some more before i felt myself coming back to life. This was then helped by Holly
and Rebecca licking my balls and sucking me off. We then assumed the position of what the girls
liked to call the "train" Where i fucked Rebecca from behind and she proceeded to lick out Holly.
Wow. After some intercourse with Rebecca i asked if i could also fuck Holly. The girls obliged and
switched so that i was on top of Holly while watching Rebecca kiss and stroke her friend.
After cuming again i confessed it was doubtful i would be able to cum again. I was offered a shower
which i accepted and left a very happy man.
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